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Fantasy Football Draft Strategies 2016 focuses on draft strategies that make use of analytics and

their application to fantasy football. An emphasis is made on finding value throughout the draft

process.This book is a completely updated version for the 2016 season with more content, player

profiles, examples and useful links to dominate your fantasy football drafts!A good strategy is

designed to get you the best players at the most advantageous draft position. Learning how to

optimize conditions that put you into position to acquire players that offer the most value is the key

to successful player acquisition, and those principles are covered extensively in this book.Value

Based Drafting and using Wisdom of Crowds to identify and target high-upside players is heavily

investigated. So is using Average Draft Position to gain an advantage over your competitors to

obtain the players you want.Fantasy Football Draft Strategies 2016 is for fantasy football players

who want to step up their game to the next level by using statistical analysis and market-driven

principles to build winning, title-contending teams.Highlights of Fantasy Football Draft Strategies

2016 include:Discussion of metrics and analytics and their applicability to fantasy footballHow

fantasy football is similar to the stock market and why market principles make for good

strategiesThe importance of obtaining value, with an emphasis on identifying undervalued players

and sleeper playersA comprehensive examination of strategies that include: Value Based Drafting,

drafting based on Average Draft Position, using tiers to separate players of similar value, the Zero

RB and Zero QB strategiesInvestigating the importance of consistency in fantasy football and how

to quantify itA step-by-step explanation of a successful draft processThe importance of identifying

targets and whom to target broken down by positionHow to prepare informative cheat sheets that

will aid tremendously in the player acquisition processThe importance of mock drafts and how to

properly gain information from themLinks and descriptions to key fantasy football tools available

onlineFantasy Football Draft Strategies 2016: Using Analytics to Build Winning Fantasy Football

Teams is a one-stop guide that, when read from beginning to end, gives fantasy football players of

all levels new insights into what it takes to field a winning fantasy football team.
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Fantasy Football is as tough as it is fun, but if you're looking to get into gambling on games, I

recommend this book highly. Takes a realistic, non-flashy approach to choosing players, and allows

a better to navigate possible options for draft day and for draft maintenance throughout the season.

Includes graphs and charts which allows readers to follow theoretical lines. This book also avoids

emotional allegiance to specific teams and popular players and approaches drafting more as a

science, the way should be. The 2.99 is definitely a worthwhile investment.

I'm a beginner and actually only got interested in football last year. I've always wanted to try Fantasy

Football so I took last year to learn about the teams and some key players. I decided I wanted to try

some Fantasy games this year so I bought this ebook to try and understand the how to play. I read

this book in one sitting and thought it was excellent especially for me that has no clue how to play. I

highlighted many parts to go back to the formula and try to understand it better but I'm ready to

make some spreadsheets and start some Mock Drafts. I do know some of the popular players but

the others I don't know much about so the formula's laid out in this ebook will so help me pick

players I don't know much about. Although I will be new to this I already feel like a have a huge

advantage in picking some key players thanks to this ebook.

Good book for those who are new to fantasy as well as those who have played for a while. I'd

definitely recommend for you to check it out. Not to mention its relatively cheap to read and use to



your advantage for drafting the best fantasy team.

Very Good for veterans and "rookies" of fantasy football. The author does a nice job of making it

simple to read, with colorful graphics, pictures and statistics, which is what Fantasy is all about. You

will not be disappointed if you are eager to learn about playing Fantasy for the league at work, or

just playing with people in the comfort of your home.
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